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Abstract—Real-Time Communication (RTC) applications have become ubiquitous and are nowadays fundamental for people to communicate with friends and relatives, as well as for enterprises to allow remote working and save travel costs. Countless competing platforms differ in the ease of use, features they implement, supported user equipment and targeted audience (consumer of business). However, there is no standard protocol or interoperability mechanism. This picture complicates the traffic management, making it hard to isolate RTC traffic for prioritization or obstruction. Moreover, undocumented operation could result in the traffic being blocked at firewalls or middleboxes.

In this paper, we analyze 13 popular RTC applications, from widespread consumer apps, like Skype and Whatsapp, to business platforms dedicated to enterprises – Microsoft Teams and Webex Teams. We collect packet traces under different conditions and illustrate similarities and differences in their use of the network. We find that most applications employ the well-known RTP protocol, but we observe a few cases of different (and even undocumented) approaches. The majority of applications allow peer-to-peer communication during calls with only two participants. Six of them send redundant data for Forward Error Correction or encode the user video at different bitrates. In addition, we notice that many of them are easy to identify by looking at the destination servers or the domain names resolved via DNS. The packet traces we collected, along with the metadata we extract, are made available to the community.

Index Terms—Real Time Communication, Network, Protocols, RTP, VoIP

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the spread of broadband Internet access and mobile networks fostered the adoption of Real-Time Communication applications, which allow individuals and groups of people to communicate via voice and video. They are now fundamental for leisure and business, supporting people to reach friends and relatives and allowing for remote working. The importance of RTC became especially evident during the COVID-19 pandemic, when the social distancing and lockdown measures adopted to curb the outbreak forced billions of people to communicate solely by using RTC platforms. Indeed, nowadays there are countless competing applications for RTC, which differ in terms of ease of use, pricing strategy and targeted audience.

Historically, the first proposals for real-time communication over IP networks were based on the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [1] for session setup and the Real Time Protocol (RTP) [2] for media stream transmission. Indeed, in the late 1990s and early 2000s, Voice-over-IP (VoIP) solutions created a market for corporate-level telephony, replacing the old public circuit-switched telephone network. Then, Skype brought the VoIP technology to individuals, allowing people to make calls via the Internet for free. Differently from previous VoIP proposals, it was based on a Peer-to-Peer (P2P) architecture and made use of encrypted and undocumented protocols [3]. Recently, dozens of new RTC applications have appeared, competing in a world where audio and video calls are part of the normal business and leisure routine. They are nowadays massively adopted and companies pay subscriptions for premium and customized access plans. However, there is still no standard for interoperability between different applications, and even when they employ well-known protocols, the resulting mix of them is diverse in each application. Moreover, the vast majority of applications are closed-source and provide none or very little documentation. If this is somehow required to protect the intellectual property behind them, it complicates the network management for Internet Service Providers (ISPs) and corporate network administrators. Prioritizing RTC traffic or blocking unauthorized applications is therefore hard, while unknown protocols might cause issues in middleboxes that rely on Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) – e.g., firewalls or NATs.

In this paper, we study and compare different RTC applications and enlighten similarities and differences in the way they use the network. We collect packet traces from 13 applications, choosing them from top popular consumer solutions (Skype and Google Meet above all), and from products for business communication, where Microsoft Teams and Webex Teams are notable examples. We run an extensive experimental campaign in which we capture the traffic generated by the applications using different devices and types of calls. This allows us to provide an overview of the common practices and peculiarities currently adopted by the competitors on the RTC market. The notable findings we obtain are:

- Most of the applications still rely on the RTP protocol for media streaming.
- They use various mixes of protocols. The most frequent ones are STUN and TURN for session setup and TLS and DTLS for control data exchange.
- We find examples of undocumented protocols used in Telegram and GoTo Meeting. Zoom uses an unknown encapsulation mechanism for RTP, while Microsoft Teams uses a non-standard, yet documented encapsulation protocol.
- Peer-to-peer communication is often exploited in calls with only two participants, when the network allows it.
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Six applications send redundant data for Forward Error Correction (FEC) or send the user’s video at different qualities at the same time (Simulcast).

The collected data also allows us to characterize the traffic generated during the calls and to provide guidelines for its identification. We show that the media traffic of some applications can be easily recognized by simply looking at the Autonomous System (AS) of the server, while others rely on large infrastructures and/or content delivery networks (CDNs). We also find that almost all of them can be identified (and blocked) using the domains the client resolves during the application execution. Only for Google this is complicated, since it uses very generic domains that cannot be associated to the specific RTC service. We make the dataset we used for the experiments public: a list of contacted ASes, domains, ports and Payload Types (PTs) per application, as well as all the collected traffic traces. We believe that our data may help researchers to reproduce our results or extend them to different contexts, while also providing useful indications to network practitioners and administrators.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we provide a background on the most popular protocols used in RTC applications. Section III describes the applications under test as well as the packet traces we collect. We present our findings starting with Section IV, which illustrates the network protocols we find. Section V discusses the different design choices, while Section VI provides useful guidelines for traffic identification. Section VII discusses the related work and finally Section VIII concludes the paper.

II. BACKGROUND

To guide the reader through the paper, in this section we provide an overview of the most common protocols that are used in RTC applications. Although this list is not meant to be exhaustive, it includes all protocols that we observe in the 13 applications under test (neglecting the undocumented solutions).

Media streaming. The most popular protocol for real-time media streaming is RTP [2]. Proposed in the faraway 1996, it defines a simple encapsulation mechanism in which different streams are multiplexed using a unique Synchronization source identifier (SSRC). The timestamp field reports the instant at which the content is generated and Payload Type (PT) indicates the employed video or audio codec. RTP defines a set of predefined or static PTs, while leaving also the possibility of defining them dynamically during a session. Then, the media data are carried over UDP or (very rarely) over TCP as a transport protocol. The support protocol RTCP is typically used beside RTP for exchange of various streaming statistics, like packet loss ratio. SRTP [4] is a variant of RTP that achieves confidentiality by encrypting the media payload while leaving all the original headers in clear.

Session Setup. To establish a media session, it is necessary to ensure that the endpoints can communicate with each other, especially in the case of peer-to-peer communication among participants. This is complicated by the presence of NATs, firewalls and middleboxes in general. To ensure connectivity, the applications often use the STUN protocol [5] for NAT detection and TURN [6] to relay the traffic through a server that resides on the public Internet. ICE [7] combines STUN and TURN into a single technique. The RFC 7983 [8] defines a simple mechanism for multiplexing RTP, STUN and other protocols on the same UDP flow. Finally, the Session Description Protocol (SDP) [9] defines a format for negotiating the network and media characteristics of the session – e.g., the audio and video codecs. Nowadays it is (almost) always sent over encrypted channels (e.g., TLS or DTLS, see next paragraph), and as such, completely invisible to the network.

Additional protocols. RTC applications use a wide range of protocols for exchanging control data, e.g., for login or chat. This typically requires confidentiality, and we observe a large prevalence of the TLS [10] and DTLS [11] protocols.

WebRTC. The above protocols need to be carefully coordinated to have a working RTC application. To ease the development, WebRTC [12] is a set of high level and standard APIs that can be used in browsers and mobile applications for video and audio communication. Released in 2011, currently most browsers support WebRTC and it represents the only way for RTC applications to run via web, if we exclude application-specific plugins. WebRTC provides programming interfaces to establish media sessions, coordinating the use of the SRTP, RTCP, STUN, TURN and DTLS protocols.

III. DATA COLLECTION

We target 13 popular RTC applications, that we can roughly group into two categories. We first consider 9 consumer applications, used by people for communicating with relatives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Multiparty</th>
<th>Desktop App</th>
<th>Mobile App</th>
<th>Browser version</th>
<th>Media</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Skype</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>AVS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Meet</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>AVS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jitsi Meet</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>AVS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WhatApp</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>AVS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telegram</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>AV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facebook Messenger</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>AV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instagram Messenger</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>AV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facetime</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>AV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HouseParty</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>AV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft Teams</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>AVS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webex Teams</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>AVS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoom</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>AVS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GoTo Meeting</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>AVS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and friends and for leisure in general. The set includes Skype, historically the pioneer of VoIP, now owned by Microsoft. We also involve two competitors: Meet by Google, and Jitsi Meet, the public instance of the open-source Jitsi tool. We then consider chat and social applications that also provide the possibility of making calls: We test Whatsapp, Telegram, Facebook and Instagram. Finally, we consider FaceTime, included in all Apple products, as well as HouseParty, that suddenly became popular during 2020. In the second category we include business platforms for RTC, which typically provide commercial plans for enterprises. We consider Microsoft Teams and Webex Teams, that are very popular solutions used for remote working and teaching. We also place Zoom and GoTo Meeting in the business category, since they offer both a free version and premium plans for businesses. We show an overview of the tested applications in Table I. All applications except Telegram allow for multiparty calls — i.e., with more than two participants. Screen sharing is available in seven of the tested applications, including all business platforms, that we report in the bottom part of the table. Most applications have a desktop/PC version. Google Meet on a PC can be used only via browser, while FaceTime only works on Mac PCs and phones. Whatsapp has a desktop app which does not support calls. All applications have a mobile client and 9 out of 13 can be used directly via browsers supporting WebRTC.

We perform several experiments to collect representative packet traces for the chosen applications. Those which provide a desktop client are installed on three Windows testing machines. For the applications that support mobile clients, we perform additional experiments using an iPhone and for a few an Android phone. We also perform some experiments with Google Chrome to check the application behavior when used via browser. However, browser versions must use the WebRTC APIs, to limit the variability in terms of protocol usage and operation. Note that all the tested applications provide either a mobile or a desktop client, and none of them can be used uniquely via browser. We also perform a few tests on the operating systems Linux and MacOS.

For each application, we make several experiments under different setups. We make calls with 2 and 3 participants (when allowed). We run individual experiments with only audio enabled, with both audio and video, and, finally, using also the screen sharing functionality, when available in the application. During each experiment, a participant collects all the traffic their machine exchanges with the Internet and stores it in pcap format. Each call lasts no less than 5 minutes. For each setup, we make a minimum of 5 calls. As such, we collect 20-30 packet traces for each application, summing to 334 in total. From the collected traces we identify the employed protocols and study the operation mechanisms. To achieve this, we first use Tstat [13], a passive meter which extracts rich flow-level records. It provides us entries for all the observed TCP and UDP flows, and, more importantly, it shows general statistics for each RTP stream, such as the number of packets, bitrate, etc. We also manually inspect the pcap files (when no known protocol is found and for further analysis).

IV. NETWORK PROTOCOLS

We start our analysis studying the protocols employed in the tested applications. Looking at the Tstat log files, we find the network flows carrying the media content. This operation is simple since our test machines do not run any concurrent task when making the calls. We notice that, in all cases, the applications opt for UDP as a transport protocol. We then analyze the payload of the media flows to identify the employed protocols. Indeed, a single UDP media flow may carry different protocols multiplexed together. This is always true in WebRTC, where RTP, RTCP, STUN and DTLS are sent over the same UDP flow.

In the left-most part of Table II, called “Protocols”, we report the protocols we find in the captures made with desktop/mobile clients. We intentionally neglect web clients, as they solely use the standard WebRTC APIs, resulting in the protocols mentioned above. We first notice that RTP is adopted in 11 out of 13 applications. We believe that all applications encrypt the payload using SRTP, but this does not alter the network behavior. STUN is commonly used to establish the session in the applications which use RTP. We notice that applications using STUN make use of TURN to communicate in case direct connection is not possible. This is no surprise as STUN and TURN are complementary protocols, orchestrated together in the ICE mechanism (see Section II). We also find four applications using DTLS, interleaved among RTP packets. Finally, we notice five applications that employ peculiar approaches, as described in the next paragraphs.

Skype and Microsoft Teams: the two services from Microsoft typically employ normal RTP to stream media and STUN to establish sessions. However, we find that in some cases they use a modified version of TURN called Multiplexed TURN\(^3\), which is an encapsulation mechanism as simple as TURN, in which the ordinary RTP header follows a few header bytes. It can be easily identified looking at the first two bytes, always assuming a value of \(0x\text{FF10}\). We publish online a simple command-line tool to strip this header so that RTP is contained directly in UDP, allowing analysis with classical packet inspectors [14].

Telegram: we do not identify any known protocol within the UDP flow used to transport media data, only STUN and TURN for session setup. Indeed, the official Telegram documentation reports that the media track is encrypted and sent on the network via the proprietary MTProto protocol.\(^4\) Note that Telegram calls are not available from the web client, where a custom protocol could not work.

Zoom: we find that the RTP header is not directly contained in the UDP payload, but a custom encapsulation mechanism accounts for 4 Bytes. Looking at the packet size and timing we conclude that in video streams the encapsulation Bytes assume the value \(0x05100100\), while in audio streams, the

\(^3\)https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/openspecs/office_protocols/ms-turn/65f6ed76-a79d-42a4-a43f-dac56d4a19ac

\(^4\)https://core.telegram.org/mtproto/description
TABLE II: Comparison of the RTC applications under test. Under Redundant data, “F” stands for FEC and “S” for Simulcast. Under DNS domains, “B” stands for easy to block, “C” for company-specific and “S” for social networks. Under Other, “N” means it uses less than four server-side ports and “T” means that PTs are used in a static fashion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Protocols</th>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Identification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RTP</td>
<td>STUN/TURN</td>
<td>DTLS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skype</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google Meet</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jitsi Meet</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WhatsApp</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telegram</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facebook Messenger</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instagram Messenger</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Messenger</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facetime</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HouseParty</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Webex Teams</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoom</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GoTo Meeting</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

value $0x050f0100$. We cannot find any explanation of this mechanism on the online documentation of Zoom, but in the command-line tool we created [14], we include a feature that strips the custom header of Zoom. Notice that these considerations hold only for the desktop and mobile clients of Zoom. The web client uses the standard WebRTC APIs, although very peculiarly. Indeed, it does not open any WebRTC media stream but only creates a data channel (WebRTC Data Channel), through which the media is transferred.

**GoTo Meeting**: as declared on the official website, it employs the Audio Video Transport Protocol (AVTP) for streaming multimedia content. AVTP is a protocol alternative to RTP, which is part of the IEEE standard 1722-2011 [15]. Since AVTP is designed to run directly over Ethernet, GoTo Meeting uses an undocumented 4-Bytes encapsulation mechanism, for which we observe that the third and fourth Bytes are reserved to a 16-bit increasing sequence number. As reported on the documentation, the traffic is encrypted using the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES). Again, this happens only with the desktop and mobile clients, while the web client relies on WebRTC.

V. OPERATION AND DESIGN CHOICES

We now draw our attention on the operation of the tested RTC applications. We aim at understanding their design choices for streaming the multimedia content as well as peculiar uses of protocols, RTP above all. We summarize our main findings in the middle columns of Table II, called “Operation”.

A. Peer-to-peer

When a call involves only two participants, RTC applications often try to make them communicate directly, to avoid relaying the media traffic through a server. This has immediate advantages. First, the communication latency is always lower since the packets have a shorter distance to travel. Second, the application servers do not need to take the load of forwarding the media traffic. However, peer-to-peer is not always possible, since NATs, firewalls and middleboxes may prevent internal clients from receiving incoming traffic. Moreover, it works only with two-participant calls, since, otherwise, it would result in a full mesh of media streams among all participant pairs. In our experiments, we want to spot the use of peer-to-peer communication, and, as such, we make calls with two participants using devices on the same LAN, where direct communication is always possible. Then, looking at the IP addresses of the RTP streams, we find peer-to-peer communication. Out of the 13 RTC applications, only 5 never use peer-to-peer, as we report in the fifth column of Table II, called “P2P”. This is somehow expected for business applications. Indeed, Webex Teams and GoTo Meeting offer to customers to install dedicated appliances on their premises, as advertised on their respective websites. Interestingly, three consumer services also never make use of peer-to-peer, loading their servers with the traffic of all calls. These are Google Meet, Instagram Messenger and HouseParty.

B. Redundant streams

To tackle the network unreliability, in some applications the participants’ equipment sends redundant data, which can hopefully be used at the receiver in case of packet losses or errors. This approach is called Forward Error Correction (FEC) and is typically achieved exploiting simple mathematical properties – e.g., sending parity bits for the protected packets. Some codecs are designed to support FEC natively, and the current packet embeds redundant data of the previous packet. This mechanism is called in-band FEC and is implemented, e.g., in the Opus audio codec [16]. In other cases, the sender transmits
FEC data on a separate channel, resulting in an additional and independent RTP stream. This is called out-of-band FEC, and it is used to achieve strong error correction capability and flexibility. In our experiments, we aim at finding the latter cases, which result in a client sending a higher number of RTP streams than expected – e.g., two output streams when only audio is enabled – or using multiple PTs within the same session. We find 5 services that make an evident use of out-of-band FEC, which we mark with $F$ in the “Redundant data” column of Table II. Skype and Microsoft Teams use video FEC with the H.264 codec, sending the data with different PT within the same RTP stream. Indeed, we observe PT 122 and 123, which indicate video and FEC video according to the online documentation.\(^6\) Webex Teams sends audio and video FEC on separate RTP streams, in which the RTP Timestamp field is always set to 0. This can be confirmed by looking at the application logs stored on the user equipment for each call. We sketch an example video call with FEC in Figure 1. The figure only reports the video streams sent by a client to the relay server, and it is possible to observe how the FEC stream exhibits approximately half of the bitrate of the video stream. Similarly, WhatsApp sends two concurrent RTP streams containing video, both with low bitrate, in the order of 20 – 40 kbps. They have a similar bitrate profile – i.e., they increase or decrease in bitrate simultaneously. One of the two has a lower bitrate, suggesting that it is used for FEC.\(^7\) Finally, Zoom sends redundant audio data using the mechanism defined in the RFC 2198 [17]. For video, we observe that each stream carries a small but constant fraction of packets with a different PT, suggesting the use of a similar mechanism.

A second use of redundant streams is the so called Simulcast technique that we indicate with $S$ in the “Redundant data” column of Table II. With Simulcast, the client encodes the video in different resolutions (and bitrates) and sends them as separate streams to a Selective Forwarding Unit that decides who receives which streams. This is useful in case some participants experience poor network conditions and can receive only low-bandwidth videos. We find that Google Meet uses Simulcast, and, when using the dedicated mobile application, the client (often) sends their video on three different bitrates, resulting in three separate RTP streams. This is exemplified in Figure 2, where we observe three video streams with different (yet constant) bitrates, that the client sends to the relay server. Then, each participant receives only one quality level, according to the server choice. We can confirm that these streams do not carry FEC but the same video at different definitions using the WebRTC debugging console of Google Chrome (at the receiver). Webex Teams also sends several streams in different qualities, mostly to account for the thumbnail videos of participants not speaking at the moment. We verify this using the logs generated by the application for every call. Microsoft Teams and Skype make use of Simulcast too, and we observe the user’s video sent with up to three qualities at the same time. We exclude the possibility that these streams contain FEC by looking at their PT.\(^8\)

C. Particular uses of RTP

Here we report two cases of particular uses of RTP. First, we notice that FaceTime uses regular RTP traffic, but employs PT numbers which are forbidden by the protocol standard [2]. In particular, we often observe $PT = 20$ which falls in the reserved range 20 – 24. This peculiarity must be taken into account when using DPI to identify RTP traffic, if the filtering is done using allowed PTs. Indeed, a middlebox relying on the PT to make decisions on traffic would fall short for FaceTime.

We also observe that a few applications use the Contributing source (CSRC) optional header of RTP. Those are Webex Teams, Google Meet, Microsoft Teams and Skype. The objective of the CSRC is to enumerate the source(s) of a stream in case more than one are combined by a mixer. In Webex Teams, we notice that the CSRC uniquely identifies a participant of a call and, as such, can be used to isolate the streams of a particular user at network level.

Finally, Google Meet uses dedicated RTP streams for retransmitting lost data. We observe they are active in short

---

\(^6\)https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/openspecs/office_protocols/ms-rtp/3b8dc3c6-3485-4827-9838-3b00154f471c

\(^7\)The two streams contain video since they have PT 102 and 103, respectively, and appear only in calls where video is enabled.

\(^8\)See footnote 6 (Page 5).
The MIME type is video/rtx, indicating that the debugging console of Google Chrome (at the receiver) is receiving Real Time Transport Protocol (RTCP) traffic.

We confirm their nature using the WebRTC applications, which use the RTCP for media streaming. For Telegram and GoTo Meetings, which do not rely on RTCP, we use a simple heuristic to find the correct flow. We then map an IP address to its corresponding AS using an updated Routing Information Base (RIB) from http://www.routeviews.org/. We run the analysis only for calls with three participants, since it is well-known that peer-to-peer communication is not in place between two participants, which would warp our analysis. We report the results in Figure 3 in the form of a graph. Yellow nodes represent the 13 RTC applications, while green nodes are the ASes we find. There is an edge between an application and an AS if we observe at least one media flow between them.

The first thing we notice is that the majority of applications use ASes of their respective organizations for relaying media streams. For example, Google Meet uses the Google AS (numbered 15169), while FaceTime the Apple AS (numbered 714). Both Skype and Microsoft teams rely on the Microsoft 8075 AS. On the other hand, we find three applications that rely on cloud providers for deploying their infrastructure. Indeed, Jitsi Meet and Zoom use both Amazon and Oracle cloud services, while HouseParty relies on the DigitalOcean cloud provider. Finally, there is Goto Meeting, which employs a hybrid approach and uses the Amazon infrastructure as well as servers located on the 16815 AS belonging to Citrix, the owner company. The applications which use ASes of their own organizations are marked with a tick in the “Own AS” column of Table II.

Notice that this analysis is not exhaustive as it includes measurements collected from a single location in Italy. However, it gives useful indications for traffic management. Indeed, for many applications, it is easy to identify (and possibly prioritize) the media traffic. In other cases, they use large and shared infrastructures, requiring finer-grained identification mechanisms.

B. Contacted domains

In this section we discuss the use of domains that client applications contact during or before starting a call. The servers identified by such domains are used for signaling and accessory traffic – e.g., login or presence information. We provide this analysis with the goal of studying to what extent an ISP or a network administrator can block particular RTC applications (without compromising other allowed services).

Here, we divide the RTC applications into roughly three categories, that we report in the column “DNS Domains” of Table II. First, there are the applications which can be reasonably blocked without impairing other services. We indicate them with “B”. Second, we find applications that can be blocked but also include non-RTC functionalities. This is the case of social networks, that we indicate by “S”. Finally, there are a few services whose block would prevent the operation of different services from the same company, that we indicate with “C”.

In the first category we have the majority of RTC applications. This includes Skype, Jitsi Meet, Whatsapp, Telegram, HouseParty and the four business oriented services. They contact meaningful domains – e.g., skype.com in case of Skype, zoom.us for Zoom, teams.microsoft.com for Microsoft Teams and wbx2.com for Webex Teams – these can be used to totally block the application. Notice that in such a case, no functionality would work, but we observe this set of applications only offer RTC or RTC-related features (e.g., chat). We find that applications mostly used by mobile devices have domains resolved long before the call, since they run continuously in background. Notable examples are WhatsApp and Telegram. We notice they contact only trivial domains.
like whatsapp.com or telegram.org which are easy to block, but would prevent also the chat functionalities of the products.

In the second category, we place the applications for which the RTC functionality is only a secondary feature of a rich service. This is the case of social networks. Instagram uses *.instagram.com sub-domains and Facebook uses *.facebook.com. This means that they are easy to identify in general, but blocking these domains would block all functionalities of the social network. Indeed, we cannot find domains related uniquely to the RTC features.

Finally, we find two applications which are particularly hard to block, as they are part of a large ecosystem of services. Google Meet, when accessed via browser, is contacted at meet.google.com, while via application only resolves generic Google domains. Particularly hard is the case of FaceTime, which only uses generic Apple domains, which, if blocked, would reasonably compromise the use of the iOS operating system for, e.g., software updates.

C. Ports Numbers and Payload Types

We now discuss to what extent other features of the RTP protocol can be used to further understand the traffic. We investigate whether server-side port numbers can be of use to identify an application and how Payload Types can help a finer-grained classification.

Even though traffic classification using port numbers is becoming obsolete, we observe that in the case of RTC traffic, static UDP port numbers are still heavily used and they could be leveraged for effective traffic management mechanisms. Indeed, six of the tested applications always use a single UDP port, and three make use of 2, 3 or 4 unique port numbers. This makes them easily distinguishable among other UDP traffic. These applications are marked with “N” in the last column of Table II. For the remaining applications, we observe more than 4 ports in use. An interesting case is HouseParty, which uses a wide range of ports (we observed a different port for each traffic trace). Finally, we note that all applications use the allowed unprivileged UDP ports (greater than 1024).

If a network device, like a router, can identify RTP streams, then it can use the Payload Type values to distinguish different types of media, in general audio and video. The RTP protocol [2] defines a set of PTs to be allocated dynamically during the call setup phase, in addition to a set of static PTs whose usage is mandated by the RFC itself (see Section II). In the RTC applications we study, we observe only usage of dynamic PTs, except for Skype, which sometimes uses static PTs for audio. However, some applications use dynamic PTs in a static fashion and allow for easy distinction of audio, video, FEC or other types of streams, by assigning PTs to media types. Knowing the media type in real-time could pave the way for network management policies that favor Quality of Experience (QoE) of users, by letting more significant flows be prioritized. For example, if a participant is experiencing poor network conditions, this could allow for enhancing their audio over their video, as a more important stream. From our analysis, although all applications use PTs from the dynamic range, 9 out of 13 always use the same values. Some of them are officially published, like those of Microsoft Teams\textsuperscript{10}, while others can be easily found by making calls with only audio or video enabled and observing the PTs. Applications that we find use constant PTs are marked with “T” in the last column of Table II.

In conclusion, an algorithm that relies on a carefully-engineered combination of ASes, domain names, ports and payload types could lead to simple, yet very effective RTC traffic management.

VII. RELATED WORK

The operation of RTC applications has been studied since their introduction. Several works target Skype traffic, since it was the pioneer in the world of RTC in the early 2000s. Bonfiglio et al. [3] show how Skype was using aggressive obfuscation of traffic at its early stage, mainly to avoid ISP-level throttling and propose a heuristic algorithm to identify it. They again provide a detailed analysis of Skype traffic in [18] and [19], based on traffic measurements, which leads to the same conclusions of Guha et al. [20]. Moreover, Baset et al. [21] analyze its key functions: login, NAT/Firewall traversal, and media transfer, while Hoffeld et al. [22] provide an analysis of Skype VoIP traffic in mobile networks, focusing on Quality of Service (QoS) and QoE. With this work, we provide an updated view of Skype traffic, after the acquisition by Microsoft. We show that it has converged to use a more standard approach based on RTP and shares its behavior with Microsoft Teams.

Telegram, known for its security features, has been object of several studies too. In particular, many works provide a forensic analysis of Telegram on different customer devices like MacOS [23], Android smartphones [24] and Android devices in general [25]. These works try to describe the artifacts generated by the Telegram application on each type of device. Studying the security features of RTC applications is out of the scope of this paper. We however testify that Telegram is peculiar among RTC applications also for the employed network protocols.

There are fewer works that compare different RTC applications. In our previous work [26], we deploy a classifier to distinguish 5 meeting applications in real-time. Azfar et al. [27] study ten Android VoIP applications, mainly from the security point of view. Karya et al. [28] compare RTP traffic in Whatsapp and Skype, under mobile networks. Wuttidittachotti et al. [29] provide a study on the perceived QoE of three well-known VoIP applications, using Perceptual Evaluation of Speech Quality (PESQ). Xu et al. [30] report a measurement study of Google+, iChat, and Skype, unveiling important information about their key design choices and performance. They extend their analysis in [31], this time

\textsuperscript{9}See footnote 6 (Page 5).
focusing on FaceTime, Google Plus Hangout, and Skype. Sutkino et al. [32] compare the instant messaging services of WhatsApp, Viber and Telegram in terms of security, speed and ease-of-use. Patel et al. [33] evaluate the performance of WhatsApp and Skype in terms of their data consumption, as well as quality of the VoIP calls. Their results show that WhatsApp uses less data and also provides better call quality under poor network conditions.

With respect to these works, we target a wider range of RTC applications, comparing 13 leading services in the consumer and business market segments, while past papers focus on up to four. We provide an updated overview of the technologies used at the network level, showing a large set of peculiar protocols and behaviors. Indeed, popular applications change very often over time – see the Skype case. We believe our work provides a rich but concise summary of the solutions currently adopted, unifying and updating what previous works have discovered.

VIII. Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a comparative study of 13 popular RTC applications. Our goal is to study similarities and differences in the use of the network and protocols, as well as providing useful insights for the identification of their traffic. We collected a large amount of packet traces for each application, under different conditions. We found that most of them use the RTP protocol in combination with STUN/TURN, but each has its own peculiarities. From the operation perspective, we observed that most of them use peer-to-peer communication between participants when the network allows it, and some of them use redundant streams for better QoE or for mitigating losses (FEC). We discovered that most of them are simple to identify, by looking at the destination AS of the traffic, domains resolved via DNS, port numbers and PTs. We believe this paper is useful in providing an updated overview of the scene of RTC applications and can help network administrators in improving traffic management.
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